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5SHARED HERITAGE – CHALLENGES, 

POINTERS & OPPORTUNITIES: 
THE BIESJE POORT EXPERIENCE
BY: ROGER C FISHER

The author was recently presented with the Gold Medal of the Heritage Association of South Africa 
(formerly the Simon van der Stel Foundation), at a function held by the Johannesburg Heritage Trust  
(the proposers) at Northwards, Parktown, Johannesburg on 02 October 2014. He presented this address.

BACKGROUND
The Biesje Poort project came about 
when Mary Lange, researcher in the 
Centre for Communication, Media 
and Society at the University of Kwa- 
Zulu-Natal, prepared a proposal for 
funding by the National Heritage Coun-
cil – firstly, for recording unrecorded 
rock engravings on the farm of Biesje 
Poort, which is in the North-West-
ern catchment area of the Orange; and 
thereafter, involving the preparation of 
a publication to disseminate not only 
knowledge of the site, but also of the 
techniques employed, findings and criti- 
cal reflections. Since the proposal met 
the endeavours of the National Heritage 
Council to support the heritage research 
sector, especially those that engage lo-
cal communities, promote development, 
create access to resources and treat all 

peoples with dignity and respect, monies 
were awarded to the research and there- 
after the publication.

CHALLENGES
The researchers were a diverse team, 
being both interdisciplinary as well as 
transcultural and diverse in their levels 
of education – from salted professors to 
a wet-behind-the ears young member of 
the San*, with a grade 7 education.

The field research team comprised  
archaeologist Dr David Morris, direc-
tor of Rock Art Research at the McGre-
gor Museum in Kimberley and his field  
assistant Koot Msawula; Prof Keyan 
Tomaselli and his team from the Centre 
for Communication and Media Studies at 
UKZN; Liana Muller, professional land-
scape architect, heritage practitioner and 
senior lecturer in the Masters of Landscape 

Architecture programme at the School of 
Architecture, Planning and Geomatics of 
the University of Cape Town (UCT) with 
her final year students; and the Kalahari 
Community Participants under the leader-
ship of Belinda Org and Izak Kruiper.

DIVERSITY AND DISPARITY
Language and Communication
The group had no lingua franca. Our San 
team member spoke Nama and Afrikaans. 
The academics were either unilingual 
English speakers, bilingual Afrikaans or 
English first language speakers, isiZulu 
or siSwati. Hence, communication in the 
field needed translators – and sometimes 
things were lost in translation – e.g., 
when there was much debate around 
the depiction of what was believed to be  
the representation of a rhinoceros (my 
caution is from having been with archae- 
ologists!), yet the Nama gentleman had 
not seen this creature before and did not 
readily have a word for it.

There were interesting and anecdotal 
aspects to this particular project – Kam-
kirri, where we had booked to stay, had 
recently been inundated by the Orange 
(Gariep) River flooding and was under 
a layer of mud. The camp was opened  
especially for our use but still not restored 
to ‘normal’. We no sooner found our way 
into camp, than we experienced high 
winds and torrential downpours; I woke 
up swathed in canvas and in a bed that had 
become a cold Jacuzzi, i.e. what the fallen 
and folded tent had inadvertently created! 
For the San member of our team, this bod-

1. Mary Lange of CCMS, UKZN checking the 
text of the site discussions that are to be 
published with the Kalagadi Participants 
i.e. Lydia Lys Kruiper, Izak Kruiper and Klein 
Dawid Kruiper, with a young Kruiper lad 
looking on (Photo: Hendrik Kruiper, 2013)
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* The San people (or Saan), also known as Bushmen  
or Basarwa, are members of various indigenous  
hunter-gatherer tribes of southern Africa.
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ed well for our endeavours as he believes 
that rain is a blessing from the ancestors. 
For some of us – well, we were not so 
sure…! But the rain soon abated and the 
heat returned. Although it was not as hot 
as it could get, it was more than hot enough 
for city dwellers. Our San friend thought us 
mad to venture out in the midday sun, but 
there were deadlines and representatives 
of our funders were going to pitch to do an 
audit and an on-site check, which they did!

Distance and equity
For the book production, we were joined 
by Cariné Muller, layout artist, Alexa 
Anthonie, linguist and language edi- 
tor,Petrus Jansen, photographer, Pedro 
Dâusab, Nama orthographer and trans- 
lator, and Nico Botes, book producer.

Us academics take our connectedness 
over distance for granted. We were pres-
sured to get the book to press in order 
to meet our funding deadline, which re-
quired one aeroplane flight per editor in 
order to meet, compare notes, ideas and 
physical examples, but thereafter it was 
all completed over Dropbox. However, 
our team members in the Kalaghadi had 
no such convenience for direct commu-
nication. There was nothing to it but to 
drive the few thousand kilometres to 
where they lived, in the restored ances-
tral land of the Mier, in the Kalaghadi, 
once we had a proof manuscript, so as 
get their sign-off approval. I’m afraid my 
flawed Nama reading and pronunciation 
proved amusing, since they are not liter-
ate, but after going through the texts and 
transcripts, Izak Kruiper said, ‘Ek hoor 
my stem. Dis eg en dis reg!’ [I hear my 
voice. It’s authentic and correct].

POINTERS
The reason I have an interest in archae-
ological sites is because, through habi- 
tation, they take on dimensions that we 

can associate with architecture – parti- 
cularly in its abstract and conceptual con- 
cerns. Hence, although there may not be 
built features, still the human presence, 
occupation and use of site shows embed-
ded intelligence. I am a follower of Leth-
aby, more recently Norberg Schultz, and 
the resonance between the cosmic and  
architectural manifestations hold in-
trigue, since it makes universal the  
particularities – floor-like carpets, ceil-
ing-like skies, a roof like the heavens – 
and here it is exactly that.

My colleagues from the landscape 
disciplines are interested in the special 
‘reading’ of landscape – how natural fea-
tures become directors of actions or move-
ment – both from and towards. Many in-
teresting discussions emanated from San 
observations and ‘reading’ of the landscape, 
and these are useful pointers for designers.

What is of interest to me also is how we 
animate the past in the present – i.e. we 
have different relationships to and claims 
on the engraved surfaces we documented 
– but through the activity documentation 
lay a claim of joint ownership. 

As a teacher of architecture, I have an 
interest in visual thinking so the very 
process of documentation intrigued me – 
i.e. we see things not for what they are, 
but for what we believe them to be. In 
making tracings, the closer one gets to 
the image, the more indecipherable it 
becomes and the more likely one is to 
record features not intentionally there 
or conversely miss features depicted. 
Therein lies a lesson for those who doc-
ument heritage fabric.

Then, the aspect of the creation of  
narrative. Early recorders did so ‘scien- 
tifically’, through merely counting and 
tabulating. But this is not good enough. 
We need a good story line. The San were 
particularly adept at this; the archae- 
ologists the least so. We speak of the 

Roger C Fisher is Emeritus Professor and 
the Acting Head of the Department of 
Architecture at the University of Pretoria.

multi-vocality of the project – i.e. there 
were many voices, many narratives and  
a diversity of intelligences – each of  
which, under varying circumstances, has 
 its validity. We have tried to record this  
important aspect in the book.

OPPORTUNITIES
I went into the project having just turned 
60. I’m supposed to be in my winding- 
down years, but I found this a particularly 
inspirational project. I learnt a great deal. 

Architecture still seems, to me, to hold 
an exclusivity to the built environment as 
heritage. We come from a divided soci- 
ety and my sense in that somehow, even 
in wishing to preserve this heritage, we  
reinforce divides – built environment  
heritage is seen to be the preserve of the 
privileged. We need to find ways to en-
gage with the fabric and narratives of these  
artefacts and to tease out their multi- 
vocalities, both through finding the many 
narratives they represent and by making 
their ‘mystique’ accessible through inves-
tigating the palimpsest of their making. 
Of all artefacts, buildings are least pris-
tine and ‘authentic’, most are made with 
multiple intelligences and many hands, 
and we need to find and make explicit 
these narratives and voices, i.e. the way 
they find and inhabit their place and 
space, and how they become way-finders 
for the users of these places and spaces. 

These are lessons I bring from the  
desert and the remote rock engravings  
of the distant landscape at Biesje Poort.

2.  Koot Msawula of McGreggor Museum and 
Maliswa Magongo of UKZN tracing engravings  
at Biesje Poort

3.  Rock engraving site at Biesje Poort, far  
Northern Cape
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